
Staghorn Scarf 

 

This scarf makes a nice gift, especially for a man. 

Materials: 250 gm. (5 balls) Knit Picks Andean Silk in the Winterberry colorway; #6 US 

needles; cable needle or dpn; tapestry needle. 

Gauge: Not important. One ball of yarn yielded about 13” of length. The finished scarf 

measures 6” wide by 66” long after blocking. 

Abbreviations:  
s1wyif = slip 1 with yarn in front 
s1wyib = slip 1 with yarn in back (not  used) 
2B2F = slip 2 to dpn and hold in back, K2, K2 from dpn 
2F2B = slip 2 to dpn and hold in front, K2, K2 from dpn 
2B1F = slip 2 to dpn and hold in back, K1, K2 from dpn 
1F2B = slip 1 to dpn and hold in front, K2, K1 from dpn 
 
Note: The odd rows are the Right Side and the even rows are the Wrong Side.  If there are 

two instructions for a symbol, use the first one on the RS and the second one on the WS.  For 

example, “p1/k1” means you should purl if it’s the RS and knit if it’s the WS. 

To knit scarf: Cast on 44 stitches. I used the Old Norwegian cast-on (see a video here). Knit 5 

rows of seed stitch.  For an even number of stitches, that would be: 

R1: (WS) * P1 K1 
R2: * K1 P1 

On the 6th row (RS), begin knitting according to the chart on page 2. For the scarf pictured, I 

knit 37 repeats of the pattern.  After the last row of the last repeat, knit 5 rows of seed 

stitch. Starting with R2 (RS).  Bind off.  I used EZ’s sewn bind-off because I think it has a 

tension similar to the Old Norwegian cast-on (kind of flexible).  Weave in all ends. 

Finishing: It’s important to block this scarf for best effect.  There are some nice instructions 

for blocking at knitty.com. 

http://www.knittinghelp.com/apps/flash/video_player/play/33/1
http://knitty.com/ISSUEsummer06/FEATsum06TT.html
http://www.knitty.com/issuewinter02/FEATdiyknitter.html
http://www.knitty.com/issuewinter02/FEATdiyknitter.html


 


